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ILTIS-Pipes    

The function ILTIS-Pipes is a new integral part of the ILTIS standard software. It is an excellent engineer-

ing tool which allows very fast and professional engineering and modification of the display to the design 

engineer. Additionally, the operator will receive important information like medium information in text with 

source and target, colour of the medium, flow direction and if different medium are mixed even the m ix 

colour. 

 

ILTIS-Pipes - the Engineering-Tool 

The ILTIS application ILTIS-Pipes is an 

engineering tool which reduces substan-

tially the design of piping between differ-

ent devices like tanks etc. 

The pipes or other connections will be 

connected to the devices like valves, mo-

tors or tanks. 

Modifications and relocation of the piping, 

at the start position, on the route or at ba-

sin at the end are now easily done.   

Just with a mouse click the pipe type and 

thickness can be selected as solid line, 

border line, dotted line or 3D line. 

The direction of the pipes can easily man-

ually designed by mouse. 

ILTIS-Pipes – the tool for the operator 

The operator gets additional helpful information. The 

system provides additionally valuable information.  

Just one example. Depending if a 

valve is open or closed, the corre-

sponding pipe will be coloured with the 

colour of the medium. If there are dif-

ferent medium mixed, the system will 

show the mixed colour. 

Additional it is possible to show the di-

rection of flow by different arrow types. 

Additional to this graphical information, the operator 

gets by tooltip the additional information of the con-

tained medium in the pipe section as well as the 

source and target of the actual pipe constellation as 

text. 

                

Licensing 

The ILTIS-Pipes option is part of the ILTIS-PCS 

standard software. Therefore, there are neither ad-

ditional costs nor additional licence necessary.   

Condition / Requirement 

 ILTIS Software from 15.06.2018 

 Use of the ILTIS-WPF surface 
 

 Part of ILTIS Standard: no additional costs 

 Easy design of plant displays 

 Substantially saving of time at modification or 

extension etc. of displays, as the objects will 

become automatically shifted 

 Substantially saving in new projects, as exist-

ing displays can easy be modified in the new 

project. 

 Graphical display of the used pipes with colour 

of the medium and direction of flow 

 Tooltip to show contend, source and target of 

the flow. 
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